
REMINDER:

LEARN THE WAY YOUR CHART WANTS YOU TO GET TO THE BANK

WHAT TO LOOK FOR:
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Your Money Story

If you need a refresher on

accessing your free natal

chart in Whole Sign

houses, grab the

workbook for What Your
Birthday Says About
You from your Aligned
Advantage welcome

page!

Bon's natal chart in Whole Sign houses.

We're going to look at (in this order) 3 houses, 1 house axis, 1 planet,
1 sign axis, and 1 more planet as we hit all 5 components. 

I've highlighted our starting point (3 houses) on my natal chart, here
on this page. During our live Zoom, I'll walk you through these 3
houses for all possible charts as we begin our tour through as many of
the 5 components as is practical. I suspect this will be a multi-month
convo, to prevent overwhelm, so no rush to get to it all right now!

Have a look at the relationship matrix, rulership graphic, and lists of
keywords on the following pages to help steer your work when we fill
in the worksheet (last page) together during our Zoom. Yay!

We touched on this in last month's meeting (watch that replay if you

missed it) and now it's time to go deeper with the 5 components of

your natal chart that are telling YOUR MONEY STORY.

https://chartharmony.com/
https://chartharmony.com/
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LEARN THE WAY YOUR CHART WANTS YOU TO GET TO THE BANK

Your Money Story

Consider writing the symbols (or words, if you're not yet fluent in the
glyphs for everything) along the outside of your natal chartwheel. This
will help you navigate your chart at a glance. 

Looking at the signs on the outside of your natal chart's chartwheel,

identify what ELEMENT is associated with the 2nd, 6th, and 10th
houses (it'll only be ONE element for all 3 signs, as the chart below

illustrates).
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THE PLANETS & PLACEMENTS THE SIGNS

r  Sun a  Aries

q  Moon s  Taurus

AC  Rising (Ascendant) d  Gemini

w  Mercury f  Cancer

e  Venus g  Leo

t  Mars h  Virgo

y  Jupiter j  Libra

u  Saturn k  Scorpio

i  Uranus l  Sagittarius

o  Neptune ;  Capricorn

p  Pluto '  Aquarius

MC  Midheaven z  Pisces

]  North Node   
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THIS PAGE BORROWED FROM GUIDED CHART HARMONY

Each of the fun symbols you see on your chart has meaning. This page covers a bunch of
'em. NOTE: There are variations in some signs (like Capricorn) and planets (like Pluto) and
there's no different meaning implied when any particular version is used. Think of it like
cursive vs. block letters. 

The staircase table for your chart showcases symbols that indicate the relationship between placements
(specifically major aspects: conjunctions, squares, and oppositions; less-major aspects: sextiles and trines;
and minor aspects: semi-sextiles and quincunxes). Stay curious about what you're seeing!

Each sign has a Modality; the disposition from which it does its work. For example, Capricorn is a
Cardinal sign, so it does its Capricorn business from a POV of leadership. Consider Modality to be a way
to notice relationships between the signs in your chart!

CARDINAL: Aries, Cancer, Libra, Capricorn (the leaders)
FIXED: Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, Aquarius (the upholders)
MUTABLE: Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius, Pisces (the shape-shifters)

Each sign also has an Element; that's how it does its work. For example, Taurus is an Earth sign, and that
means it does its Taurus business in a grounded, physical kind of way. This is another opportunity to
check for common threads in how various signs relate!

FIRE: Aries, Leo, Sagittarius (passionate and magical)
EARTH: Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn (willing to put in the work)
AIR: Gemini, Libra, Aquarius (bubbling over with ideas)
WATER: Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces (intuitive and emotional)

Glyphs, Modalities, Elements

https://chartharmony.com/


Each sign has a ruler. That's a planet whose energy is in charge of that sign's HOW
(remember, the planet is the WHAT, the sign is the HOW, and the house is the WHERE it all
shows up). Using traditional rulership, we've got 7 planets and luminaries that rule the 12
signs. What kind of energy is dominant in your chart? Which planets make up the vibe of
your Life-Car? Are the nooks and crannies of your natal chart (and therefore your
personality) starting to make more sense now?
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Planetary Rulers

The Moon

The Sun

Saturn

Venus

Jupiter

Mercury

Mars

f
Cancer

a
Aries

k
Scorpio

d
Gemini

h
Virgo

l
Sagittarius

z
Pisces

j
Libra

s
Taurus

;
Capricorn

'
Aquarius

g
Leo

Sunday = The Sun's day • Monday = The Moon's day
Tuesday = Mars' day • Wednesday = Mercury's day

Thursday = Jupiter's day • Friday = Venus' day
Saturday = Saturn's day

THIS PAGE BORROWED FROM GUIDED CHART HARMONY
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Sign Glyph Ruler Glyph

Aries a Mars t

Taurus s Venus e

Gemini d Mercury w

Cancer f The Moon q

Leo g The Sun r

Virgo h Mercury w

Libra j Venus e

Scorpio k Mars t

Sagittarius l Jupiter y

Capricorn ; Saturn u

Aquarius ' Saturn u

Pisces z Jupiter y

In addition to the glyph guide a few pages back, consider this presentation,
aligning the 7 traditional planetary rulers with each of the 12 signs of the
zodiac. The 7 Traditionals align beautifully with planetary days of the week
*and* planetary hours, which are essential players in Chart Harmony. Hooray!
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Rulership Glyph Guide
THIS PAGE BORROWED FROM GUIDED CHART HARMONY
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GUIDED CHART HARMONY

While there are all sorts of minor planets, fixed stars, and asteroids out there, most of
the action in our lives comes from our Chart Ruler, The Big 3 (in your Life-Car), and the
7 Traditionals of the 13 main planets and placements (luminaries and non-planet
mathematical points) listed here. Remember, with planets, we're dealing with the WHAT
in the formula for navigating your chart!

THE SUN: This life-giving luminary is your ego, your sense of self, your essence, your
spirit, your source of will, your vitality, your authority. It's your life-car's navigator!

YOUR RISING: Also known as your Ascendant (AC or ASC), this is your belief system and
daily life. It's how you come across, your physical characteristics, and your personal style.
This is the driver of your life's car; the ruling planet of your rising sign has a lot to do
with how you show up in the world.

THE MOON: Your emotional body is deeply tied to the Moon. Your feelings, instinct, and
intuition come from the setpoint of your natal Moon *and* fluctuate with what the Moon
does, day to day. This is your inner home; it's how you feel safe. It's also the backseat
driver in that car of your life, making sure needs are met.

MERCURY: Ruler of communication, travel, personal technology, how you learn, what you
believe, and how you speak about what you know... all packed in one shifty little
prankster of a planet. Your reasoning and dexterity are tethered here.

VENUS: How you love, see beauty, find balance, and deal with money — yep, money
mindset *and* love language — are all in one place! Your core values, relationships,
harmony, charm, sensuality, and artistic talents... all shaped by Venus.

MARS: The warrior planet is all about your motivation, fire for fighting and... another F
word. ;) Look here for your passion, physical energy, stamina, courage, temper, drive for
achieving, and impulses.

JUPITER: This is how you get lucky! If the planets all go to Vegas, Jupiter is driving the
party bus! Jupiter is all about expansion, gifts, and blessings in life, adding glitter to your
vision, your faith, your philosophical setpoint, and your flair for doing the most! No
apology for exclamation points where Jupiter's concerned!

SATURN: It's back to basics time. Saturn is "the dad planet" (and we all have daddy
issues) because it's making sure you're doing what you came here to do. Saturn is a
minimalist, all about contraction, limits, structure, focus, rules, and tenacity.

URANUS: Your rebellious innovation is here. If you're gonna think outside the box, Uranus
will be how you do it, with a dash of independent eccentricity. Uranus asks: "Where am I
not free?" and then creates a revolution in the name of freedom.

NEPTUNE: This is the planet of deception, mystery, magic, creativity, spirituality, illusion,
theatre, and the supernatural. Check here for secrets, addictions, and help from beyond!

PLUTO: I call Pluto the TOWER card. If you know tarot, you get the picture. This is a
powerful generational planet of transformation. Its sign represents what your age group
came to transmute, kill off, or forever change in our world! NBD. ;)

YOUR NORTH NODE: Your destiny. Your life's purpose. All the things beyond your
perceived limits and practiced beliefs. As challenging as writing with your non-dominant
hand. Do-able, but so uncomfortable to get used to that you may not!

YOUR MIDHEAVEN: Noted on your chart as MC, this is your ambition for your higher
calling.

The Planets & Placements

https://chartharmony.com/
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You certainly know "your sign" (this is the horoscope you may read from time to time).
What you're talking about in that case is the sign the Sun was in when you were born. Of
course, you *have* all 12 signs in your chart! Just look at the outside of the chartwheel.
All 12 signs are players in your life's story *and* how you can invite in everything you've
ever dreamed of... even using the "empty" houses. NOTE: These GENERAL dates for Sun
signs sometimes shift due to the 360º chartwheel vs. the 365-day calendar year (y'know,
Leap Year and all that). Ah, human time is so adorable. Familiarize yourself with the
various energetic signatures of these signs (the HOW part of our formula).

GEMINI: May 21-June 20. Up all night talking! Intellectual, expressive,
adaptable, clever, versatile, chatty, musical, usually good with hands and always
up for debates.

CANCER: June 21-July 22. Home is where the heart is! Sensitive, nurturing,
creative, protective, emotional, intuitive, reserved, family-focused, strong.

LEO: July 23-August 22. Strut your stuff! Affectionate, generous, proud to lead,
slow to change, loyal, creative, confident, charismatic, dramatic.

VIRGO: August 23-September 22. I have a list! Intelligent, analytical, cynical,
discriminating, critical, detail-oriented, self-sacrificing healer.

LIBRA: September 23-October 22. Balance is motion! Diplomatic, artistic,
beautiful, fair, indecisive, relationship-focused, opportunistic, charming.

SCORPIO: October 23-November 21. Intensely passionate! Secretive, sexy,
calculating, resourceful, determined, willful. Learns your secrets, goes deep, and
connects to your very soul.

SAGITTARIUS: November 22-December 21. Born to explore! Idealistic,
philosophical, educated, world-traveler, confident, blunt, generous, enthusiastic,
lucky, adaptable, expansive.

CAPRICORN: December 22-January 19. There's work to do! Ambitious, powerful,
organized, structured, cautious, practical, economical, born to lead.

AQUARIUS: January 20-February 18. Let your freak flag fly! Rebellious,
idealistic, cooperative, detached, altruistic, innovative, friendly, progressive.

PISCES: February 19-March 20. Pure magic! Sensitive, psychic, intuitive, artistic,
mystical, musical, compassionate, empathetic, insecure, secretive, lives in other
worlds and loses time.

ARIES: March 21-April 19. The zodiac's puppy! Enthusiastic, excited, self-
directed, ambitious, courageous, bold, pioneering, likely to act first and think
later (maybe).

TAURUS: April 20-May 20. Slow and steady! Stubborn, practical, stable, loyal,
determined, slow to anger. Loves things that feel great and that are built to
last.

The Signs
THIS PAGE BORROWED FROM GUIDED CHART HARMONY
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Again, remember our formula: The planet is the WHAT, the sign is HOW, and the house
is the WHERE. Example: A Venus in Leo in the 11th House (Bonnie Gillespie) means all
the loving and valuing and beautifying is done in a very grand and passionate and
public way specifically in broader communities and in service of utopian, innovative,
progressive visions for us all. Use this list to get to know some of the WHERE that's
already in your chart! (We all have all 12 houses!)

1st HOUSE: Your personality, your body, the impression that you make live
here (it's the house of your Rising sign AKA Ascendant).

2nd HOUSE: This is where we find your values, your desires, your belongings
(AKA your "stuff"), and your earned income.

3rd HOUSE: Your closest friends, siblings, cousins, and networking activities
can be found here, plus communication, social media, and short travel.

4th HOUSE: Your family of origin, home, your "unseen parent," family land,
heritage, and ancestry are rooted here.

5th HOUSE: This is where you'll find your creative expression, joy, friskiness,
risk-taking, gambling, drama, and pleasure in life. Your children live here too.

6th HOUSE: Daily practices, your health and fitness, acts of service, and the
jobby-job work you do (not your purpose in life) are here. This includes your
co-workers and employees. Pets hang out in this house as well.

7th HOUSE: This is where partnerships live (both business and romantic
partnerships, always 1:1). This can include your agents... and your enemies!

8th HOUSE: Your money issues are here (usually other people's money,
investments in you, or loans you take out and taxes you pay) as well as your
shadow work, secrets, sexual intimacy, death/transformation, and legacy.

9th HOUSE: Your love for learning, higher education, traveling great
distances, and exploring things like religion, publishing, astrology, and law
are anchored here.

10th HOUSE: Your chart's most visible stage! This is your higher calling and
how you're seen in the world, where your true north and your brand meet!.

11th HOUSE: This is your house of community, friends, tech, activism,
idealistic view of the future, and innovative dreams for the greater good of
the collective.

12th HOUSE: "The house of your undoing," this is where your (karmic, mental
health) secrets, thoughts on loop, and confinements live. But also so much
magic, like mysticism, spirituality, and intuition! Institutions (from hospitals
to jails to retreat venues to rehab to systems we live by) hang out here too.

The Houses
THIS PAGE BORROWED FROM GUIDED CHART HARMONY
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This chartwheel of keywords may help you connect more deeply with your natal chart from
the perspective of the houses. Note: The signs are those glyphs on the circumference of
your chartwheel; the planets are those glyphs inside the "pie pieces" AKA houses. Remember
our formula: The planet is the WHAT, the sign is the HOW, and the house is the WHERE. 
 Important: Your Rising is always in the 1st House, no matter what house system you use!
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The Houses at a Glance
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activism, idealism.Mental health, karma,

institutions, obsessions,

spiritual guides, ancestors,

mysticism, prayer, magic.
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LEARN THE WAY YOUR CHART WANTS YOU TO GET TO THE BANK

You were born with either Fire, Earth, Air, or Water as the element for
your 2nd, 6th, and 10th houses. And each of those houses is ruled by a
planet (the ruling planet of the sign you have along the edge of the
chartwheel for each house).

2ND HOUSE SIGN, ELEMENT, RULING PLANET, AND KEYWORDS:

Y o u r  M o n e y  S t o r y
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6TH HOUSE SIGN, ELEMENT, RULING PLANET, AND KEYWORDS:

10TH HOUSE SIGN, ELEMENT, RULING PLANET, AND KEYWORDS:

Using keywords from the previous pages borrowed from Guided
Chart Harmony, start getting to know these parts of your chart. We'll
discuss practices to support these 3 money houses during our Zoom.
We'll also touch on cautions for each element, when it comes to how
we hustle, how we trust, how we DO.

https://chartharmony.com/
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LEARN THE WAY YOUR CHART WANTS YOU TO GET TO THE BANK

We got into some really great nuance about your 2nd, 6th, and 10th
house rulers during our Zoom. Consider these 3 planets as your board
of directors for these 3 money houses. How do they behave when
they're at the table together, determining your approach for earned
income/values/enoughness (2H), your daily systems and consistency
(6H), and your public persona/ability to be seen doing your work (10H).
Begin connecting with these 3 planets using Chart Harmony
remedies so we're even healthier as we move into the next
components of Your Money Story.

Y o u r  M o n e y  S t o r y
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Remember: If your Moon does not feel safe, there's very little we can
get ANY of these ruling planets to do to help you reach your money
goals. Especially if your Moon is *in* one of these 3 houses and/or if any
of these houses is ruled by the Moon (i.e., Cancer is the sign on the
outside of the chartwheel for one of these 3 houses), the MOST
important work is getting your Moon feeling safe to do all the things
your money houses are here to do! Chart Harmony to the rescue!
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LEARN THE WAY YOUR CHART WANTS YOU TO GET TO THE BANK

Use the space that follows to freewrite about these prompts. Use your
journal to explore this even more deeply. This all ties in beautifully with
Your Ideal Day (Day 50 from Get in Gear for the Next Tier) or the True
North visualization (Google that phrase + my name for the YouTube
vids walking you through that; 2 different lengths).

HOW DO THE 3 RULING PLANETS FEEL ABOUT ONE ANOTHER?

Y o u r  M o n e y  S t o r y
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HOW SAFE DOES YOUR MOON FEEL ABOUT THEIR LEADERSHIP?

ARE THESE 3 MONEY HOUSES IN AN ELEMENT YOU ENJOY USING?

Have fun with this. And bring your Qs to the Chart Harmony Discord!
Getting these 3 rulers on the same page while your Moon feels safe is
going to be pure magic! So, let's go!
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